
555  GOLF  ACADEMY 

‘WHERE PASSION MEETS PERFORMANCE’ 
 

 

STUDENTS ON NOTICE! 
 
One must prepare to be successful. “First We Do The Work And Then We Get Paid”! There is 

no other way to get consistently lucky! This learning process at the ‘555 Golf Academy’ is no 

different. One must prepare and put in the effort. One must follow the wise, personally designed 

guidance of the ‘Certified Master Teaching Professionals’ or it is best to not start this journey. 

 

Each student must: 

 

1) Read and understand every sheet of information provided by the 555 staff. You are best served 

if you can get to the point of ‘FEELING The Intuitive Process Work’. In the heat of battle we 

act instinctively! We must empower and enable that!  

 

2) Make clear simple notes every day. Review them regularly! Revise them from time to time. 

 

3) ‘Practise Smart’ as often as prescribed. Do the work! Earn the gains! 

 

4) Procure and read the ‘Golfmyth Collection Of Books’, the companion DVD’s or the 

abbreviated version as soon as these are available. 

 

5) Subscribe to the worldwide biweekly ‘555 Golf Newsletter’ and regular ‘555 E-Mails’. 

 

6) Connect with Michael Anthony’s website ‘mentalkeys.com’ and thereafter become a member. 

Subscribe to Mike’s newsletter. Read his archives and ‘Mental Tips’. Buy both his simple little 

book and his CD. You must be familiar with both these items ‘BEFORE’ you can efficiently 

progress at the ‘555 Golf Academy’. We have several tasks before us. They include the 

‘Mechanical’ and the ‘Mental’. Without both or these, you, we are fooling ourselves. The 

‘Journey’ is thrilling and will make you very happy, but not until the ever progressive 

‘Destination’ is reached. If any serious student does not fully accomplish these simple tasks, any 

discounted teaching costs revert directly to the fully published rates. Why so serious? We are 

dealing herein with your future and our reputation. That is really all we have! ‘Golfing’ better is 

worthy of our mutual strident effort! We know how to get you there together but the teacher has 

command of the ship! No mediocrity tolerated! Success is you want and deserve! 

 

 

 

 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

E-Mail:  KF@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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